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Greetings to everyone:
I hope your school year is going well. After attending the NAPT conference, it was reaffirmed that our State really needs a no trespassing law for school buses. With the help of Mike
Stier and Mike Slife, we will be meeting with a State representative to get that initiative started. I
know I have had parents or angry motorists attempt to, or actually board buses in places that I have
worked. It can be a scary situation for the driver and the students. If we can get a law passed that
makes it illegal for unauthorized people to board a school bus with a fine and or more severe punishment, I think that will help. Gary Moore who spoke at our conference and at NAPT this year
recommends a sticker right next to the door and one inside the bus visible from the door that reminds people of the law and what the consequences will be for violating that law. I know a sticker
or a law can’t stop crazy, but it can hopefully prevent someone who otherwise will think twice
before entering a bus. Some helpful reminders for your drivers are to force the parent/adult to talk
to you either through the closed door or through the driver window.
If the driver sees something that just doesn’t look right at the stop, don’t stop, call it in to
dispatch and get assistance that way. If a driver feels someone is following them, have them call in
and drive around the block a few times to see if the bus is really being followed. Some tips for if a
shooter or hostage situation is already on your bus, is to hit the brakes hard to knock the aggressor
down and evacuate the bus.
Also if a person attempts to board your bus, you can train your students a code word such
as “cooperation” if you stand up and say that “I need your cooperation,” that could mean for the
students to throw pens, pencils, and book bags at the aggressor to give you enough time to make a
move to either get the aggressor off of the bus or incapacitated. I know that training students for a
hostage or active shooter situation can be controversial, but I hope you at least take the time to
discuss this with your district to get their input. Either I or Barb Rizzo can email you the presentation that Gary Moore presented at our conference this year.
Thank you for all you do.
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School Bus Safety Poster
Contest Awards Ceremony
October 29, 2015
Springfield, Illinois

Illinois Secretary of State, Jesse White
addresses the award winners and other
audience members.

Kevin Duesterhaus, Secretary of States
office, Jesse White, Illinois Secretary of
State and Tonna Percival, IAPT Safety
Poster Chair Person prepare to
recognize winners.

Kevin Duesterhaus, Jesse White and
Tonna Percival
Present award to one of the winning
artists.

Photos submitted by Mike Slife,
State Director of Transportation
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Advertisers
In this issue, our advertisers’ ads are located on the
following pages:

Conference

Midwest Transit ................................. Page 6, 12
Inland Power Group ............................ Page 4,20
John’s Paint and Body ........................... Page 21
Central States ......................................... Pages 9

Hi Everyone:

Radilink ................................................... Page 14

We are all set to be in Peoria again
in 2015.

Transfinder .............................................. Page 15

This seems like “déjà vu”! The
company that owns the Four Points has
decided to pull out of Peoria.

................................................................................
Please patronize our advertisers. They are helping
us to encourage and promote the safety and
efficiency of pupil transportation in Illinois.

We have been able to book the
Marriott-Pere Marquette for 2015.

2015 Conference
TIPS ARTICLES

The dates will be June 16 & 17, 2015.
As always, your suggestions for topics are always welcome. If you would like
to recommend a speaker please do so.

Please think about writing an article about some of the workshops you attend this year.
Please submit articles for TIPS to
share some of the things you
learned while attending the conference. Maybe something you
learned while networking with
your peers or at the trade show.

On another note. If you have an article for TIPS it would be greatly appreciated. You do not need to be on the IAPT
Board to contribute.
email@ilapt.net
Barb
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Problems are good, not bad.
Welcome them and become the solution.
~Mark Victor Hansen
Tom Peters once said, “We need to learn to make our mistakes faster.” In other words,
we need to learn faster. Mistakes are often how we learn the most memorable lessons.
Consider a child in early development, learning to walk and talk. Each mistake provides
valuable feedback and an opportunity to learn and make adjustments. The same is true
in competitive sports. There is no such thing as a game without mistakes. The key is to
adjust quickly and move on.
Smart businesses use techniques like “poka yoke” (mistake-proofing) and FMEA
(Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) to prevent mistakes, mitigate risk and eliminate
common errors before they happen, but they also use methods like AAR (After Action
Reviews) to evaluate what has already happened and implement corrective actions.
When customers are involved, these tools are essential to turning mistakes into opportunities. The only way to get a “wow” out of a mistake is to correct it in such a way that the
customer is almost glad it happened.
To do this effectively, it is wise to pull a team together and ask questions like “What
could go wrong?” and “What can we do about it now?” Other good questions to ask and
explore are “What are some of our most common errors?” and “What exactly do we do
that annoys our customers?” Think carefully about each and every moment of truth. Annoyed customers are not raving fans. Get out and actually talk to customers. Surveys
can be useful, but there is nothing as telling as honest, candid, immediate feedback on
the front line. Train your team to observe customer body language, facial expressions of
tone of voice. This is very telling “intelligence” that surveys do not show. Great service
organizations know how to read people and respond quickly.

Another approach to Key Performance Indicators!
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Great Leadership Motivators available free at
this website! There is always some thought
provoking information here.
OK ... who out there is a perfect manager? Go ahead ... raise your hands if you
are. I don’t see many hands up in the air... do you?
Let’s face it, when it comes to great management techniques, most of us talk a
good game. But the truth is, we often forget to practice what we preach ... AKA
walk the talk.
Statements of good intentions are excellent reminders of what we stand for, but
the REAL worth of our stated beliefs comes from what is practiced rather than
what is merely professed. It’s how we behave that ultimately defines if we are effective and respected managers .
Here are 4 proven management behaviors and techniques from 144 Ways to
Walk The Talk that will help you be known as a leader that TRULY walks the talk
 BE a "Star Catcher." Regularly catch your people doing something right and
make recognition self-perpetuating for those who recognize others.


Do your best to avoid decision making extremes. Avoid knee jerk reactions
(without considering alternatives or all the facts) and paralysis of analysis (stalling
a decision with too much research). Also remember that a no decision is in fact a
“NO” decision.
Nobody’s perfect. Everyone makes mistakes and errors in judgment ... including YOU! When you do make mistakes, admit to them and the negative impacts they may have caused. How you recover from mistakes is a true indication of your integrity.




Work with team members to come up with a common (shared) definition for intelligent risk taking – to be used as a guideline for future activities and decision
making.
Lead well Lead Right,
Eric Harvey & Your WalkTheTalk.com Team
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From the Farmer’s Almanac
More Shivery And Shovelry! Read Our 2015 Winter Forecast.
by Caleb Weatherbee | Sunday, August 24th, 2014 | From: Weather
After the frigid, bitterly cold, and snow-filled winter last year, many of you are wondering just what this winter might bring. Could it possibly be as bad as last?
According to the 2015 edition of the Farmers’ Almanac, the winter of 2014–15 will see below-normal temperatures for about threequarters of the nation. A large zone of very cold temperatures will be found from east of the Continental Divide east to the Appalachians. The most frigid temperatures will be found from the Northern Plains into the Great Lakes. The coldest outbreak of the season will come during the final week of January into the beginning of February, when frigid arctic air drops temperatures across the
Northern Plains to perhaps 40 below zero. As the frigid air blows across the Great Lakes, snow showers and squalls will drop heavy
amounts of snow to the lee of the Lakes.

No region will see prolonged spells of above-normal temperatures; only near the West and East Coasts will
temperatures average close to normal.
Over the eastern third of the country, we are expecting an active storm track with a number of storms delivering copious amounts of snow and rain. Near-normal precipitation is expected for the Pacific Northwest, the
Southwest States, and Northern Plains, while below-normal precipitation values are forecast for the Southwest States as well as the Upper Midwest and the Great Lakes. The Central and Southern Plains are expected
to receive above-average precipitation.
We are “red flagging” the first 10 days of January and the first week of February along the Atlantic Seaboard
for active wintry weather featuring bouts of heavy precipitation and strong winds. Another red flag timeframe
for widespread wintry conditions is the middle part of March from the nation’s midsection to the East Coast.
Potential El Niño is an Uncertain Element
As we were putting the finishing touches on this year’s long-range projections, the National Oceanic Atmospheric and Administration issued an official El Niño watch. An El Niño is a warming of the central Pacific
once every few years, from a combination of wind and waves in the tropics. It shakes up climate around the
world, changing rain and temperature patterns. An El Niño could result in more rain this winter for droughtstricken California and Southern States, and a milder winter for the nation’s frigid northern tier. El Niños are
usually strongest from December to April, but there’s no guarantee that we will see one this winter. We’ll just
have to wait and see, but in the mean time, all of us at the Farmers’ Almanac suggest you stock up on firewood, sweaters, and hot cocoa. It certainly looks like another long winter of shivery and shovelry is on tap.
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Dr. Blackwelder Offers Effective Suggestions
for Student Discipline
Submitted by Nancy Lahey
School bus drivers in my district recently viewed and raved about the techniques shared by Dr. Nancy Blackwelder in a
training DVD. Nancy, as some of you may recall, was a recent key-note speaker at an IAPT Conference. Her background
includes her B.S. degree in Physical Education from University of Florida and M.S. and Doctorate from University of South
Florida in Education Leadership. She moved to Pinellas County, Florida in 1975 where she taught both elementary and
high school physical education. She has worked as an Assistant Principal at both the elementary and high school levels,
the Assistant Director of Transportation, and in the Exceptional Student Education and Pupil Assignment Departments. While working at Pinellas Park High School as an assistant principal in 1988, she fell victim to a gun-wielding student which rocked the educational community. After her recovery she recognized the need to evaluate crisis intervention
plans and use the knowledge gained through her experience to help other educators. Dr. Blackwelder is an exceptional
international staff development specialist and has provided training for state organizations throughout the United States
So what consequences do you use when a student doesn’t behave?
Let’s look at a few ideas of consequences drivers and assistants can use.


Verbal reprimand

This is the consequence you will probably use the largest percentage of the time.


Last one off the bus



Last one on the bus



No rewards



Change seat temporarily



Make older student sit with younger one



Assign seat permanently



Seat next to driver



Student Conference

Some drivers will argue they have no time to conduct student conferences, after all they have a schedule to keep. Students have about a 30 second attention span for being corrected. You go on any longer and they begin to glaze over,
they go off to the Bahamas and back and begin to hear "a wa wa wa was”. You need to think of the salient points and
consolidate your talk to 30 seconds with this four step approach.
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NHTSA Campaign ID Number : 14C006
Synopsis : Evenflo Company, Inc. (Evenflo) is recalling certain Embrace 35
two-piece, rear-facing infant child restraints equipped with an
AmSafe QT1 buckle. The affected model numbers include:
30711365, 31511040, 31511323, 31511400, 3151198, 3151953,
31521138, 46811205, 46811237, 48111200, 48111215,
48111215A, 48111218, 48111234, 48111235, 48111235A,
48111462, 48411391, 48411391D, 48411392, 48411504,
48411504D, 52911307A, 52921040, 55311138, 55311238, and
55311292 and were manufactured at various times from December 2011 through May 2013. Over time, use of the seat can make
the harness buckle difficult to unlatch. A buckle that does not release easily, or possibly at all, may make it difficult to remove the
child from the restraint, increasing the risk of injury in the event of
a vehicle crash, fire, or other emergency, in which a prompt exit
from the vehicle is required. Evenflo will notify registered owners
and provide a remedy kit, including a replacement buckle and
instructions for easy consumer removal of the AmSafe buckle and
installation of the newly-designed replacement buckle. The recall
is expected to begin on, or about, October 22, 2014. Owners may
contact Evenflo's toll-free number at 1-800-490-7591, or visit their
website at www.embracebuckle.evenflo.com.
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Continued from page 10
Dr. Blackwelder Offers Effective Suggestions for Student Discipline





Say something nice about the student
Outline the rule he is breaking and the concern you have for safety, responsibility or respect for other people’s rights.
Outline consequences if he breaks the rule again
Send him off with a kind thought and the notion that you look forward to seeing him the next day or after school.

Let me give you an example, “Johnny, hold up a minute I need to talk to you.” When the other students have left and
there is no audience say, “I really like you. You’re a good kid, but it's a real safety issue when you jump from seat to seat.
You and others can get hurt. If you continue to be a pop tart on our bus you will be choosing to have your seat moved to
the front where I can keep an eye on you. Have a good day at school and I look forward to seeing you this afternoon. “
The 30 seconds you take for a one on one with a student will pay off in the long run.






Turn radio off
Radio station they don’t like
Sit by the window
Pull off the road (I can wait)
Note to parent

Let me caution you about notes to parents and referrals to principles. People judge your intelligence by your command of
the “King’s English”. You need to be careful to use good grammar, spelling, punctuation and capitalization. You have to
know that no kid goes home to his parents or to the office to speak with the principal and says ”He got me. I did everything he said and there were other things I did he didn’t even see. Go ahead and punish me give me your worst.” No,
kids will do their best to soften the blow to themselves and they’ll start by trying to convince parents or principal that the
driver is full of bubble off plumb. If on top of the students’ heartfelt concern for your mental capacity, you use bad grammar and spelling you lend credibility to the student’s plea for leniency.






Parent phone call
Written student feedback
Send student to principal
Return to the school
Conference with parents and principal

Here’s a thought about parent conferences. Conduct a parent conference with the same four step approach as the student conference. Tell the parent what a decent student they have, outline the rule infractions and the consequences you
have used to gain compliance.
Then ask the parent if they have any ideas about what can be done to help ensure a safe ride for their student and the
others on the bus. We need the parent’s help not their contempt. Parents don't send us just their best kids. They send
us all their kids. They hope the professionals they entrust their children will do their best to help educate their pride and
joy.
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OAKWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT PUTS THE
SPOTLIGHT ON STOP ARM VIOLATIONS
Oakwood Transportation Director, Darla Dicken reported working
with WCIA-TV Champaign, Illinois to bring public awareness to the problem of stop arm violations.
A news crew rode with one of their buses and was able to document
a vehicle disregarding the school bus stop arm that was extended dropping
off a student.
The news story was scheduled to run on November 10. Darla wanted to use this story to bring motorists attention to the school bus stop arm problem and also as a teaching tool for the general public. Constantly reminding motorists of stop arm laws and the need to protect our school students is paramount.
The news story will include an interview with the school bus driver and with Darla. Ron Grant of
Midwest Transit was also on hand for reporters questions.
Great Job Darla!
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LESSONS FROM LAST WINTER
As we all see from the predictions of the Farmer’s Almanac we could experience
the same type of winter we did last year. Horrible!!!!
We all dealt with the extended days of sub-zero temperatures and snow and wind
and the effects on our diesel engines. Laying in supplies and getting ready should be
your top priority currently. Some things to think about are:















Making sure that you have correct contact information for all of your employees
If you have a system such as “School Outreach “ make sure all staff information is up
to date.
Contacting Highway Commissioners and updating all contact information.
If a decision is made to close school or release early communicate to Highway Commissioners
If there has been a change in management make sure the correct person is on the contact lists for groups.
Within your operation know the chain of command and communicate.
Make sure that all parents understand school closing information.
Start getting in supplies if you haven’t done so already.
Make sure you have enough salt ordered and available.
Make sure plows are maintained and operational if you are responsible for lot clearing.
Check shop supplies for cold weather. Fuel treatment, extra batteries, etc.
If you need to plug in, check electrical for the lot.
Have the safety meeting about winter driving reminders now, not when its too late!
Instruct drivers in safe habits for the bus lot and garage for bad weather.
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WINTER SCHOOL BUS MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE FOR THE WINTER MONTHS
Keep all lights, mirrors, gauges, exhaust, suspension, emergency accessories, etc., operational. A driver should not start a route if a bus problem is detected.
Replace any slick tires in order to maintain good traction, especially for winter driving.
Install new wiper blades if needed and check washer fluid levels.
Check the heater and the defroster unit for efficient operation.
Inspect the engine compartment for cracked water hoses, frayed belts, leaking water pump
or radiator, etc. Replace or repair as needed to prevent potential problems.
Check the weather-stripping around the emergency door to prevent exhaust fumes from
entering the bus.
Replace broken or cracked window glass and check to see that all windows close securely
to protect the children from the rain and cold.
Inspect fuel systems for leaks, cracked lines, loose mounting brackets, etc.
Check the cooling system regularly. Do not neglect this system.
Keep a timely record of service, repairs, or inspections done on each bus.
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WINTER DRIVING TIPS FOR BUS DRIVERS
Turn on the headlights and body clearance lights when visibility is poor. Be sure that you
can see and be seen by others. Clean light lenses as needed for maximum brightness.
Use defrosters as needed to clear the windshield and windows for good visibility.
Reduce your speed and be especially alert in congested areas.
Brake smoothly on wet or icy roads. Avoid skidding if at all possible.
Exercise extreme caution at intersections and railroad crossing. Never assume that the other
motorists will or can stop.
Be consistent in picking up your students. They will more likely be on time if you are.
Pay a lot of attention to the pre-trip inspections. Knowing your vehicle will result in safer
driving and more efficient performance.
Report defects promptly and in writing, especially components that are essential to the safe
performance of the vehicle.
Take care of the battery in your bus to prevent cold weather problems.
Remind your students to practice good riding habits.
Use extreme caution when loading and unloading students due to the possibility of drawstrings from certain types of clothing getting snagged on the handrail in the step-well
area or in the service door.

Reminder
IAPT Dues renew on November 1.
All renewals are due by November 15, 2014
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TIPS

Imperfect action
is better than
perfect inaction.

Please submit items for TIPS
by the 5th of each month to:
Barb Rizzo
Executive Director, IAPT
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468

~Harry Truman

TIPS is designed, developed
and published for the benefit
of its membership. Original
articles may not be republished without the express
written consent of IAPT.

Email: email@ilapt.net (preferred)
Tel: 224-637-6984
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